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Abstract – The railway developed countries in Europe, Japan such as ERTMS Regional, FFB, COMBAT, it is the stage of development or testing the train control system for the signal system of branch interval of low density. Similar to the signal system used by the mainline and branch sections of low density domestic portions not suitable in terms of maintenance operational efficiency in accordance with the installation and operation in many cases. Therefore these low-density branch railway lines required that oriented train control system of wireless communication to improve the operation efficiency and line side equipment controlled on board the train. In this paper, We was published a route on setting is the operation of the new on-board oriented train control system for controlling a line converter of the train so that it is possible to improve the operational efficiency of the branch of the low density.
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1. Introduction

The railroad has been highlighted as a new transportation means that will lead the logistics revolution in the high-speed age. In addition, the Korean railroad system has jumped to the high-speed era from the traditional one with focus on logistics. The current railroad system that connects the whole country in 2 hours is leading a new transportation culture. Accordingly, the operational efficiency and safety of the railroad signaling system have been actively investigated. The Korean railroad signaling system has employed the traditional trackside signal phase and ATS (automatic train stop). Recently, major lines (Gyeong-bu Line and Ho-nam Line) have been improved to employ ATP (automatic train protection) system. In this situation, there are a number of ground structures as shown in Fig. 1, leading to considerable burdens in light of maintenance persons and costs. ATP system may be suitable for the Gyeong-bu Line and other major lines with busy operation. However, employment of the same expensive control system as used in major lines in minor lines where daily operation is not frequent may not be appropriate in the light of operational efficiency. European ERTMS Regional and the German FFB Project developed the onboard-oriented railroad control system for routes with low traffic volumes and are now performing field tests for the purpose of practical application. Accordingly, in order to improve operational efficiency of branch lines that are operating at a loss in Korea, the onboard-oriented railroad control system based on a new concept, as shown in Fig. 2, is needed. In this study, the establishment of routes based on operation scenarios during development of railroad control System was investigated [1]-[6].

Fig. 1. Train control system of the existing branch line

2. Operation Scenario of On-board Oriented Control system

The onboard control system is based on wireless communication technology. The onboard control systems equipped on trains control the trackside signaling systems
and use the transponder tags and tachometers installed on the ground to detect locations and speeds of trains and to operate the whole system. As shown in the following figure, the operation scenarios of onboard control system are based on 3 basic steps of "Before Entering ICT Zone", "Running in ICT Zone" and "After Entering ICT Zone" and consist of normal operation scenario and abnormal operation scenario. Figs. 3 and 4 show diagram and flowchart of operation scenario [7]-[9].

Fig. 2. On-board oriented train control system

Fig. 3. Diagram of operation scenario

3. Logic for Decision of Movement Authority Based on Virtual Block

Figs. 5, 6 and 7 show the logic to decide the movement authority of trains running in the ICT zone. The train onboard control system asks the ground operation management system to determine the next running route as scheduled and the ground operation management system verifies if the requested rout opens and then, approve the route.

3.1 Setting of Route for Request of Route Designation Approval

Fig. 4. Flowchart of operation scenario

Fig. 5. Route assignment and request of operation scenario

Fig. 6. Route cancel or Emergency stop of operation scenario
If any route is not found even when the destination is not reached, the fact has to be notified to the engineer and operation management computer and the service brake or emergency brake has to be activated. To assure safe running on the searched route, the train onboard control system has to send the message requesting the approval of the relevant routes together with train data, to the operation management computer. The train onboard system has to observe the previously approved route until approval of the new route is received. The static speed profile relating to the previously approved route has to be fully followed. The train onboard control system has to verify if the received route is consistent with the requested one. If not consistent, the train onboard control system has to request the route again. If the request route is not decided even when requesting is made again, the train onboard control system has to activate the service brake or emergency brake and report it to the engineer and operation management computer. If approval of route is confirmed, the train onboard control system has to accept such approval of route.

3.2 Manual Route Approval by Operation

The train onboard control system has to ask the ground control system to approve a new route before the previously approved route comes to the end. If the train onboard control system receives the message rejecting the requested route, the train onboard control system has to follow the previously approved route and notify such rejection to the engineer to make the engineer report it to the administrator responsible for operation management computer. If the message approving manual route (such as information on bypass routes) is given from operation management computer, the train onboard control system’s database has to be searched to find appropriate one. If manual route approval can apply, the train onboard control system has to apply manual route approval. If not, the train onboard control system has to show the relevant message to the engineer and follow the previously approved route.

4. Movement Authority Control Module

In the train control system, decision logic on movement authority (MA) for operating train implements functions such as the process where designation of driving route is requested from onboard control system to wayside operation management system on a radio basis, the process where the requested operation management system designates a driving route, and the manual designation of
driving route in case where an emergency situation is occurred due to the operational problem, etc. The control flow of decision logic on movement authority (MA) by virtual block to be implemented in this train control system is shown as follows.

Fig. 11. Flow chart of manual route approval

In the train control system, the block diagram, data flow chart among processors and event processing diagram for modules which implement designation of driving route in the onboard control system for implementing its decision logic on movement authority (MA) for operating train, and which implement approval on driving route, etc. in the operation management system can be seen through following figures.

- On the basis of the present location of train, current driving route is determined by searching routes received at the operation management computer.
- Process the request for following driving route concerning the determined driving route.
- Calculate and determine the target distance to be driven by the train.

Fig. 13. Data flow chart of MA control module and processor

Fig. 14. Event processing diagram of MA control module

- M_<LOCATION_MAN>_<ROUTE_MAN>_BLOCKID: It delivers the block where a train is located currently
- Inspect whether the received block is the section requested by operational DB for designation of driving route.
- M_<ROUTE_MAN>_<IF_LCC>_ROUTEREQ: Transmit the request for designation of next driving route to the local control console (LCC).
5. Conclusion

This study suggests the setting of routes by train onboard control system that can directly control the trackside systems on the basis of the advanced information and communication technology. Such route setting is an important part of operation scenarios of the train onboard control system. For normal operation scenario and emergency operation scenario, it is required throughout the whole process from startup of train control system, through train registration, running, route assignment, to train release. Based on scenarios about such setting of routes, functional tests will be performed with use of simulator and test bed. In addition, it is planned to produce the trial product of the train onboard control system and conduct the vehicle test. If the vehicle test is successful, the trackside control systems can be minimized, leading to reduction of maintenance and operation costs and dramatic improvement of operational efficiency. In addition, this kind of study is actively done in the advanced countries. When considering the advanced information and communication technology, the technology competitiveness can be realized through this study. Especially, the research on improvement of operational efficiency via integration of train control and ICT fields will be more meaningful and contribute to realization of higher productivity.
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